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Abstract-Big data is defined as a large and 

massive volume of data .this data can be 

structured, semi-structured and unstructured. 

One of the main big issues with the big data is 

security. In this paper we discuss about the 

security of big data, starting from the history 

and then advancement. We also discuss how 

big data can be secure by choosing the hadoop 

security. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Several number of IT products and solutions 

have been developed to solve every enterprise 

and business problems. These technologies 

having numerous numbers of apps, services, 

platforms, infrastructure and their solution. 

Apache Hadoop is one of them. 

 

A. History of Hadoop Security 

Initially no security model given by hadoop, no 

need of authentication and services and data 

privacy was also not required. Hadoop was 

designed in such a way that code can be 

executed over a distributed cluster of machines 

and could be submitted by anyone and it would 

be executed. Although Authorization control 

such as access control and auditing were easily 

implemented. 

The available security control were not very 

effective but after sometime enterprises 

concerned about the security segregated hadoop 

cluster onto private network and restricted and 

limited access to authorized users because 

hadoop having very few control, due to this 

many securing incidents happened such as 

deleting excessive amount of data with a 

distributed delete within a moment[1]. Having 

the same level of access to all of the program 

and users, because there is no concept of 

authentication in mapreduce. As the time 

passes, a popular platform for data analysis and 

processing is hadoop, because of no 

authorization, no privacy and no security. 

Anybody can submit any job and it could be 

arbitrary executed. 

For these security concerns, Hadoop 

community feel that some security controls 

were needed and defining the following 

mechanism: 

 Implementation of Kerberos and 

mutually authenticate processes, user and 

hadoop services on RPC Connections. 

 Authentication mechanism for HTTP 

Connectons. 

 HDFS file permission:Access control 

list (ACLs) of users and groups 

 Delegation token, Block Access Token  

and Job token for Authentication, Access 

control and task Authorization 

 Encryption at network level. 
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II. THREE TIER SECURITY 

APPROACH FOR HADOOP 

 A multi layer approach can be considered for 

hadoop security. Each layer of this approach 

having different set of techniques and security 

approaches[2] 

1. Hadoop integral security layer 

Releasing the subsequent versions of hadoop 

are expected to provide the advanced security 

features. Heresome essential security features 

are listed available in hadoop 

 Authorization:-Authorization defines 

through Task authorization where job tracker 

creator job token and it is shared with its task 

tracker.Second is Data block control where 

when user wants to access a file require a 

nameNode and checks the file permission using 

HMAC-SHA1(hased based nameCode isssues 

block access tokens that sent to the dataNode 

for block access request.Third is, HDFS file 

permission  where access control to HDFS file 

based on permission Access control 

lists(ACLs)of users and groups. 

 Authentication:- Authentication defines 

through HTTP web consoles by allowing 

deploying organization to setup their own 

browser for job trackers web user interface for 

authentication.Second is, delegation token 

where authentication is done using Kerberos 

credentials. Third is, RPC Connection, On RPC 

Connection SASL/GSSAPI (Simple 

authentication & security layer/ Generic 

security services application programming 

interface) isused for Kerberos. 

 Encryption:- Encryption defines first  

through  data transfer protocol where hadoop 

service and clients can be configured for 

encryption.RPC encryption where RPC 

connection uses SASL which support 

encryption. Second is, HTTP secure(HTTPs) 

encryption where data transferred is encrypted 

by SSL(secure socket layer). Third is shuffle 

encryption, where shuffle is defined as data 

movement over HTTP protocol between 

reducers and mappers. So enabling HTTP for 

encrypting traffic is shuffle by using suitable 

parameter. 

 
Figure 1: Three-tier Security Approach for 

Hadoop[2] 
2. OS layer:  

The interconnection of OS and hadoop cluster 

is one of the layer that is has to be secure. Some 

applications of big data that resides on the top 

of the operating system are typically deployed 

on hadoop infrastructure. 

To overcome the issues related to operating 

system, hadoop should be configured using 

user-id,this user id neither a root user nor a part 

of root user group. This can be act as a super 

user for hadoop name node and having rights to 

start and stop hadoop process. 

In a hadoop system several users are created 

during installation and a group is created to 

provide access to these hadoop internal users 

but for the external users who want to access 

hadoop use proxy users for the same. 

Further to enhance the security of hadoop 

cluster security features integral to hadoop must 

be fully utilize to OS users and file permission. 

3. Data transfer and integration layer: 
this is the top layer of security between 

different source system and today 

ecosystem.To transfer the data between 
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different source system and hadoop, is by the 

different techniques. Some of the techniques 

are 

a) Apache sqoop:- it can be used to 

transfer data from and to relational databases to 

hadoop. 

b) Apache flume: it can be used for 

collecting,moving and aggregating large 

amount of data from multiple sources to HDFS. 

c) External tools:- custom built tools or 

ETL(extract, transform and load) can connect 

to hadoop data stores. 

Here we discuss the three tier security approach 

for hadoop,Now we have a review study related 

to the advancements in hadoop security, 

Maintaing security,Reduce associated risk. 

 

III. BASIS OF HADOOP SECURITY 

Professionals are started with these basics to 

ensure the secure hadoop usages[3]: 

a) Implementation of basic security 

mechanism: the basic of security are create 

group and users, mapping them, Assigning and 

locking permission by group and with strong 

passwords. According to the periodic audit 

reports generate user on boarding and 

offboarding processes [6]. 

b) Sponsorship of executive: Security 

Professionals are need to determine, why 

security is important to reduce risk?So Prepare 

and present the security initiative needed to 

lock down the enterprise’s big data platform[7]. 

c) Locking OS an JAVA VM: Lock OS 

and JAVA VM for best security purpose 

 

IV. Next level of Hadoop Security 

Once the security basics are covered, security 

and risk professionals should then dig deeper 

into securing Hadoop. Security capabilities are 

being added every day. Many features are 

available that can help enterprises pass internal 

and external security requirements and 

audits[4]. Dive into these main security areas to 

further secure Hadoop: perimeter, data, access 

and monitor[5] . 

1. Build a perimeter. Hadoop now supports 

industry-standard Kerberos to block access to 

non-authenticated users. And, with integration 

to LDAP and Active Directory, Hadoop can tie 

into centralized user and identity management 

systems[8]. 

2. Encrypt data. Due to compliance 

regulations — including HIPAA, PCI and 

internal policies —security professionals need 

to protect data from more than just 

unauthorized users. Extend protection to clear-

text access over the wire using SSL, at rest 

using Linux encryption or via the soon-to-be-

available HDFS encryption. 

3. Configure users and permissions. Set 

permissions for users, groups or roles by 

defining access control lists. A separate Apache 

project that was started by Intel and contributed 

to open source as Apache Rhino has merged 

efforts with the Cloudera Apache Sentry project 

for Hadoop security and role-based access 

control. 

4. Monitor, audit, detect and resolve 

issues. A crucial component of any security 

model is the capability to monitor, measure and 

audit the security process. Ensure that the 

enterprise’s security model is working as 

expected and that any suspect or actual security 

breach or non-compliance is quickly detected 

and resolved [8]. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Hadoop is helping enterprises analyze and 

derive insights from data in ways they couldn’t 

before. Tapping into the benefits of Hadoop 

requires enterprises to secure their information 

assets to reduce risks that might cause problems 

down the road. The good news is, it’s possible 

today to ensure security and compliance in 

Hadoop, and continued innovation in the 

platform will let enterprises strengthen that 

security over time. 
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